Norm was a Narwhal. It was a special kind of whale. He had a long tooth. It was a tusk. It looked like a unicorn’s horn! It was very long. It was 8 feet long. That is longer than people are tall!

Narwhale live in the arctic. Norm did, too. He swam in the cold water. There was ice all around. There was ice floating in the water. Those were called icebergs.

Norm ate a lot of seafood. He ate cod. He ate flatfish. He ate shrimp. He ate squid. He did not have a lot of choices. He could not be picky.

Norm loved to swim in cold water. He swam with his friends. He lived in a pod. That is a group of whales. Norm was a Narwhal.
Norm the Narwhal

Story By: Andrew Frinkle

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. What kind of animal is this story mostly about?
   A. whales  
   B. fish  
   C. squid  
   D. water

2. Where does Norm like to live?
   A. in warm water  
   B. in hot water  
   C. in soapy water  
   D. in cold water

3. Which of these does Norm like to eat?
   A. grass  
   B. shrimp  
   C. birds  
   D. ice

4. FILL IN THE BLANK: Norm has a long ________
   A. fin  
   B. tail  
   C. tooth  
   D. foot

5. FILL IN THE BLANK: Norm lives in a ________
   A. town  
   B. pod of whales  
   C. house  
   D. iceberg
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